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ABSTRACT
The ground-state radio transitions of OH have been observed toward the nucleus of the nearby active galaxy

Centaurus A, using the Australia Telescope Compact Array. The main lines at rest frequencies 1667 and 1665
MHz show molecular absorption at velocities similar to those observed for other molecular species at millimeter
wavelengths, which indicates that the lines of sight at radio and millimeter wavelengths sample the same material.
The satellite transitions at 1612 and 1720 MHz exhibit stimulated emission and absorption, including the first
extragalactic detection of maser emission in the 1720 MHz line. A remarkable feature of the two satellite
transitions is that they are conjugate for all velocity components, with one in emission and the other equally
strong in absorption. This is explained as the competition of the two lines for the same inverting infrared radiation
in the regime in which the infrared lines are just becoming optically thick. The transition from 1720 MHz to 1612
MHz maser emission depends critically on the OH column density and therefore yields direct information on the
distribution of molecular gas.
Subject headings: galaxies: individual (Centaurus A)— galaxies: nuclei — ISM: molecules—masers—

molecular processes— radio lines: galaxies

1. INTRODUCTION

The radio lines of OH in astronomical sources almost never
show the ratios expected for thermal equilibrium. This results
from the fact that the OH rotational transitions have very high
radiative transition probabilities, which implies that the levels
become thermalized at much higher densities than normally
occur in the interstellar medium. In addition, the level diagram
for OH is complex, with two rotational ladders 2P3/ 2 and
2P1/ 2 in which all levels are quadruplets because of L-doubling
and hyperfine splitting. The excitation of the hyperfine lines is
intimately interwoven with the rotational lines and therefore
seldom shows normal line ratios. Because these rotational tran-
sitions can readily be excited by collisions or pumped by far-
infrared radiation, maser emission of OH naturally arises in the
interstellar medium, in circumstellar shells, and—in the two main
lines—from ‘‘megamaser regions’’ in distant active galaxies.
Centaurus A is the radio source associated with the nearest

active galaxy, NGC 5128. Cen A is unique in that its nucleus is
bright both at radio and millimeter wavelengths. The radio
core can be studied with techniques ranging from single dishes
to VLBI (Shaffer & Schilizzi 1975; Meier et al. 1989), and a
number of molecular species have been detected in pencil-
beam absorption toward the radio nucleus and the jets
(Gardner & Whiteoak 1976a, b; Seaquist & Bell 1986, 1990).
At millimeter wavelengths, strong absorption in the lowest
rotational transitions of various molecules such as CO and
HCO1 has been seen toward the nucleus over a range of ?60
km s21 in velocity (Israel et al. 1990, 1991; Eckart et al. 1990).
The CO lines even reveal a weak, very broad thermal emission
feature, which is identified with a circumnuclear torus of

diameter 400–500 pc (Israel et al. 1991; Israel 1992; Rydbeck
et al. 1993) and which has been resolved in the continuum at
submillimeter wavelengths (Hawarden et al. 1993). The ab-
sorption close to the systemic velocity is thought to originate
from molecular clouds in the circumnuclear torus, whereas
blueshifted absorption probably arises in clouds at larger
distances from the nucleus, for example, in the dust lane.
Other features appear redshifted from the systemic velocity
and are interpreted as molecular clouds closer to the nucleus,
perhaps falling inward.
Strong, saturated atomic hydrogen absorption has also been

detected in the same velocity range (Van der Hulst, Golish &
Hashick 1983; Van Gorkom et al. 1990), but no simple
one-to-one correspondence between the positions and
strengths of the H I and molecular components is found. This
can be due to a different distribution of atomic and molecular
gas or to the fact that the radio and millimeter continuum
sources are on slightly different lines of sight. To distinguish
between these possibilities, we obtained high spectral resolu-
tion absorption measurements of OH, a molecule that is
chemically related to CO and HCO1 but whose transitions lie
close in wavelength to that of H I.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA)2 consists
of six 22 m dishes on a 6 km east-west baseline. The powerful
backend allows dual linear polarization observations with a 4
MHz bandwidth in 1024 channels (0.6 km s21 resolution). The
‘‘main lines’’ at 1667 and 1665 MHz were observed on 1992
October 18 and 19, respectively. The data on the satellite lines

1 Temporarily at NRAO Socorro, P.O. Box 0, Socorro NM 87801.
2 The Australia Telescope Compact Array is operated by the Australia

Telescope National Facility, CSIRO, as a National Research Facility.
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at 1720 and 1612 MHz were obtained a year later on 1993
November 16 and 17.
The data were calibrated after conversion to Stokes I, using

the standard calibrator 19342638, which also served as a
bandpass calibrator. Phase calibration was obtained on
13202466. The observations of the 1667 MHz line, which had
a central frequency of 1664 MHz at the Cen A velocity, were
affected by a narrow internal interference spike around
VLSR 5 601 km s21, the effects of which could be masked out.
The data on the 1612 MHz transition were of poor quality
because of intermittent external interference at the observing
frequency of 1609 MHz by the Russian Glonass system. After
careful flagging, the data are usable, but the low-level baseline
problem in the 1612 MHz spectrum can be attributed to this
interference.
The 12 hr synthesis produces maps with a typical resolving

beam size of 70.3 3 50.5, but the image fidelity is limited
because only a single ATCA configuration was used. However,
besides the unresolved core (a, d [ J2000] 5 13h25m27s.62,
243801970.8), the inner jet is easily distinguishable in maps of
the continuum emission. In Figures 1a–1d, the spectra against
the core are shown for all four transitions. These spectra were
taken from fully processed maps in order to make sure that the
limited UV coverage does not affect their appearance.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Radio versus Millimeter Absorption

The 1665 and 1667 MHz lines, presented in Figures 1a and
1b, show absorption from several components. The 1667 MHz
line was previously detected in this source (Gardner &
Whiteoak 1976a, b; Seaquist & Bell 1990), but the spectral
resolution of these observations was too low to resolve it into
several components. The high spectral resolution and sensitiv-

ity of ATCA has allowed detection of the 1665 MHz line in
this galaxy for the first time.
The systemic velocity of Cen A is VLSR 2 550 km s21, and the

deepest 1667 MHz feature is observed at this velocity. This
feature has also been seen in other molecules and is identified
with gas in the circumnuclear torus. The 1665 MHz line occurs
at this velocity as well but also shows strong absorption slightly
blueshifted from the main component at VLSR 5 541 km s21,
which probably originates in molecular clouds in the dust lane.
Both transitions show broad, shallow absorption at redshifted
velocities, with some narrow absorption features superposed
on the broad component, especially at VLSR 5 577 km s21. A
comparison among the OH, HCO1, and CO spectra shows
that there is a good one-to-one correspondence of the differ-
ent absorption features, both at blueshifted and redshifted
velocities, in spite of the different observing wavelengths.
Thus, the poor correspondence between the H I and the
molecular absorption features is not due to different lines of
sight but must result from different physical and chemical
conditions in the various components. In particular, the blue-
shifted clouds in the dust lane are very poor in atomic
hydrogen, whereas the redshifted cloud at VLSR 5 584 km s21

has a comparatively low molecular content.

3.2. OH Excitation

As is common for OH, the main-line transitions show
anomalous excitation in all velocity components. The 1667
MHz/1665 MHz optical depth ratios vary from 1.9 for the
systemic velocity component to 0.7 for the blueshifted absorp-
tion, whereas the LTE ratio is 1.8. In order to study the
excitation properties further, the 1612 and 1720 MHz transi-
tions were observed as well (Figs. 1c and 1d); they show strong
absorption and emission in all components. The small resolv-
ing beam of the ATCA and the high background emission

FIG. 1.—(a–d) Spectra of the four OH lines against the nucleus of Centaurus A. The difference in the background level of the spectra is due to the change in core
emission with observing frequency. (e) The sum of the 1612 and 1720 MHz lines. This clearly demonstrates the competition for line inversion in these two transitions;
there is no net emission left.
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imply a very high brightness temperature in the emission
features (220,000 K). Thus, although the (beam-averaged)
optical depths are quite modest, both transitions show maser
emission. This is the first clear extragalactic detection of maser
emission in the 1720 MHz line, although the detection of 1720
MHz emission by Turner (1985) in NGC 253 is most likely
caused by maser action as well.
A remarkable property of the two satellite lines is the fact

that they show exactly conjugate behavior. For the 550 km s21

component, strong absorption is seen in the 1667 MHz line,
but the 1612 and 1720 MHz lines ‘‘flip’’ right across this
feature. This behavior is most clearly demonstrated by adding
the two profiles, yielding a spectrum that is featureless within
the noise limits (Fig. 1e). This implies that the optical depth in
the satellite lines has the same absolute value to 210%
accuracy.
The physical explanation for this phenomenon is the fact

that the two transitions compete for the same pumping
photons (Elitzur 1993, § 9.1). The most important transitions
for the excitation of the hyperfine levels in the ground state are
the rotational transitions connected with the first excited states
in both ladders, the 2P3/ 2 J 5 5/23 2P3/2 J 5 3/2 intraladder
transition at 119 mm and the 2P1/ 2 J 5 1/23 2P3/2 J 5 3/2
cross-ladder transition at 79 mm. Any excitation of the OH
molecule will cascade back to the ground state through either
of these far-infrared lines. The selection rules are such that
parity must change and only uDFu 5 1, 0 is allowed. In case the
radiative decay is optically thick, only the number of connec-
tions dictates the populations in the ground-state levels but not
the individual transition probabilities. Intraladder pumping
followed by a cascade to the ground state through the 2P3/ 2

J 5 5/2 level therefore naturally leads to an overpopulated
F 5 2 level, which results in stimulated emission in the 1720
MHz line and stimulated absorption in the 1612 MHz line. In
case the pumping is cross-ladder, the route through 2P1/ 2

J 5 1/2 leads exactly to the opposite: the F 5 1 level is
overpopulated, which gives rise to 1612 MHz emission and
1720 MHz absorption. Which route is more important de-
pends on the details of the pumping, but in case both ladders
are excited, it is argued that stimulated emission in the 1612
MHz line will dominate because of the different statistical
weights of the two routes (Elitzur 1993, p. 234). This scheme
can provide the conjugate spectra, and such behavior has been
known for some time in a qualitative sense for Galactic
interstellar clouds (Goss 1968; Goss et al. 1973; Caswell &
Haynes 1975).
The above mechanism assumes that the rotational lines are

optically thick. Because the Einstein coefficient for the in-
traladder 2P3/ 2 J 5 5/23 2P3/2 J 5 3/2 transition is nearly an
order of magnitude larger than that of the cross-ladder 2P1/ 2

J 5 1/23 2P3/2 J 5 3/2 transition, the intraladder line will
become optically thick for smaller column densities than the
cross-ladder line. Roughly, this occurs around NOH/
DV 2 1 3 1014 cm22 km21 s for the intraladder (1720 MHz
pumping) and NOH/DV 2 9 3 1014 cm22 km21 s for the cross-
ladder (1612 MHz pumping) lines.
We carried out non-LTE excitation calculations of OH to

confirm this interpretation and to determine whether it is
possible to explain the excitation of the different components
in a physical model. Such computations involve all allowed
radiative transitions between all OH hyperfine levels up to 415
K above the ground state. For collisional (de-)excitation by

para- and ortho-H2, rates between the OH hyperfine levels
were used, which have recently become available for the first
time from theoretical calculations by Offer, Van Hemert, &
Van Dishoeck (1994). In fact, by using these cross sections
after the 1992 observations of the main lines, masing in the
satellite lines was predicted and subsequently confirmed by the
1993 observations.
The radiative transfer is treated using an escape probability

approach for a homogeneous medium, corresponding to indi-
vidual clouds in Cen A. In cases like this in which the total gain
in the lines is modest, the adopted escape probability method
should be a safe approach. Input parameters include the H2

density and temperature and the OH column density, which
controls the optical depth in the infrared pumping lines. The
ambient radiation field is also of importance, because the
rotational lines that initiate the pumping occur at 119, 79, 53,
and 35 mm. Like most galaxies, the far-infrared part of the
radiation will be dominated by emission from cold Tdust 2 20–
50 K dust (e.g., Knapp, Bies & Van Gorkom 1990). For Cen A,
this emission is resolved along the ‘‘dusty disk’’ in the outer
parts of the galaxy (Marston & Dickens 1988), but there is also
a component due to the circumnuclear disk (Joy et al. 1988;
Israel et al. 1990; Hawarden et al. 1993). There is clear
evidence for excess 25 and 12 mm emission along the disk
(Marston & Dickens 1988). Moreover, centimeter radiation,
for instance from the VLBI core, can affect the excitation
within the L-doublets of the ground state.
A large number of non-LTE models were run to explore the

effects of density, column density, gas temperature, and radi-
ation field on the four transitions. Figure 2 shows the result of
one such set of model calculations for which the molecular gas
in the torus at 300 pc from the nucleus was modeled. There is
a distinct region in Figure 2 in which the 1612 and 1720 MHz
lines clearly show the opposite behavior. Since these calcula-
tions were carried out for DV 5 1 km s21, the ‘‘flip’’ occurs at
NOH 2 1 3 1015 cm22, where the cross-ladder rotational lines
become optically thick. The parameters of the model do
influence the excitation, and not every set of parameters yields
maser emission in both satellite lines. However, in all cases
that masing in both lines does occur, the location of this
boundary was found to be at NOH/DV 2 1 3 1015 cm22 km21 s.
We conclude that the difference in the excitation of the

satellite lines depends indeed primarily on the column density
of OH. This explains that the effect of conjugate satellite lines
is observed for all components, even though different physical
conditions may prevail in each of these. The conjugate behav-
ior of satellite lines can also be obtained for conditions that
resemble those in the ‘‘normal’’ interstellar medium in NGC
5128. Some additional constraints on the physical conditions
can be obtained from the main lines. For instance, a deep 1665
MHz absorption with little 1667 MHz can, according to
simulations, occur in a low-density environment. It therefore
seems natural to identify the blueshifted feature with a low-
density n = 104 cm23 and small column density (NOH = 1014

cm22) cloud in the outer dust lane of Cen A. The redshifted
spectrum, on the other hand, shows a strong feature in the
satellite lines, while the main lines show a near-thermal ratio.
Such behavior could occur at higher densities, n ? 106 cm23.
However, the interpretation of the main lines depends on the
local radiation field, of which we have limited knowledge.
It was found that the emission from the radio nucleus can

influence the excitation of the L-doublets in the ground state
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out to 1 kpc. Especially within 100 pc, the excitation temper-
atures are substantially increased because the molecules at-
tempt to match the brightness temperature of the radiation
field. Furthermore, we find that a weak mid-infrared compo-
nent is necessary to excite the 1612 and 1720 inversions in our
model through absorption in the 35 mm line, although the
temperature and density in the torus are in principle sufficient
to excite OH collisionally to the first rotational levels.
The 1612/1720 MHz ‘‘flip’’ is observed to occur right across

the 550 km s21 component as well as the broad redshifted
component. This implies that the column density for the 550
km s21 component can be derived without further assump-
tions: NOH 2 6 3 1015 cm22 for the measured line width
DV 5 6 km s21. The total H2 column density in the main
component at VLSR 5 550 km s21 is estimated to be
NH2 5 (2 H 1) 3 1022 cm22 (Israel et al. 1991), which yields an
OH abundance of (2–6)3 1027. The optical depth of the main
absorption feature in the 1667 MHz line is consistent with this
column density, as can be inferred from Figure 2. This
abundance is similar to, or even slightly higher than, typical

OH abundances derived for molecular clouds in our Galaxy
(Irvine et al. 1987; Colgan, Salpeter, & Terzian 1989).
If we assume that the hydroxyl lines arise from the same

molecular clouds as the millimeter absorption features, then
typically n ? 104 cm23. For an OH abundance of 33 1027 a
cloud size of =1 pc is derived. This number is probably
uncertain by an order of magnitude, but it seems inconsistent
with a homogeneous torus. For the shallow redshifted compo-
nent, a similar calculation would yield high densities n 2 106

cm23 for parsec-scale clouds because this component has such
large velocity width. This is in agreement with the high density
and high temperatures that can be inferred for the redshifted
features from CO J 5 33 2 absorption and HCN/HNC ratios
(Eckart et al. 1990; Israel et al. 1991).
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FIG. 2.—Excitation of the four OH lines as a function of density and column density. Solid lines are positive optical depth; dashed lines are negative (maser)
optical depth. Contours are t 5 H0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 5. The model is characterized by two IR components, both with b 5 1 and T1 5 43 K, E(B 2 V )1 5 10,
and DV1 5 1 and T2 5 150 K, E(B 2 V )2 5 1, and DV2 5 0.1, respectively, as well as a radio component with a 5 0.2 between 1 and 500 GHz, I1 GHz 5 1029

ergs cm22 Hz21, and DVradio 5 1024. The collision partner was H2 with Tkin 5 10 K and an ortho-para ratio of 0.2.
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